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A negative sputum smear does not exclude substantial risk of infection from patients with pulmonary tuberculosis

Patients with pulmonary tuberculosis and either a positive sputum smear or cavitating pulmonary lesions have been considered to be infectious as these indicate higher bacterial load accumulating with longer duration of infection. The source of infection in outbreaks among children is usually an adult with these features. Children have been considered less likely to transmit infection because they were unlikely to expectorate infective droplet nuclei. In the absence of a positive sputum smear, guidelines do not recommend screening of wider contacts in addition to household contacts, although in the United States, contact screening is recommended if resources are sufficient. Here, we report extensive transmission of tuberculosis in a junior school in Luton, England, from a child with pulmonary tuberculosis in whom a sputum smear was negative.
The index case

The index case was a 9 year old boy of Black African ethnicity born in the United Kingdom. He was investigated by his family doctor because of a six year history of recurrent cough evolving into a daily chronic cough with night sweats and weight loss for eight weeks before referral to a paediatrician. The cough was occasionally productive with one episode of haemoptysis. He continued to attend school while symptomatic. A chest x ray film showed a right upper lobe consolidation and multiple poorly defined opacities in the right lower lobe. (figure 1). Three sputum collections were smear negative, and culture showed *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*, fully sensitive to all drugs tested (isoniazid, rifampicin, pyrazinamide, ethambutol). He started chemotherapy with a two month course of pyrazinamide, rifampicin, and isoniazid, followed by four months of isoniazid and rifampicin. All household contacts of the child were screened for *M tuberculosis* infection.

Fig 1 First chest radiograph of the index case, a 9 year old boy with chronic cough and *M tuberculosis* grown from sputum samples

The boy’s three siblings had positive Mantoux readings, positive T-SPOT tests (Oxford Immunotec), and normal chest x ray examinations. The T-SPOT test is one of two immunological tests that measure the release of interferon γ by T cells in response to *M tuberculosis* specific antigens and are commercially available in the United Kingdom. These tests correlate better with exposure to *M tuberculosis* than the Mantoux test.

The three siblings started chemoprophylaxis (three month course of rifampicin and isoniazid). Three children from further extended family had positive T-SPOT tests; two of these had normal chest radiographs and started chemoprophylaxis. The third, asymptomatic child had bilateral hilar lymphadenopathy on chest radiography and started chemotherapy. All five adults in the immediate and extended family screened positive and required chemoprophylaxis. In the absence of an apparent adult source of infection among household contacts, screening was extended to include the index case’s school contacts.

School contacts of the index case

The boy who was the index case attended a junior school with 200 other pupils aged 8 to 12 years. Initially, all contacts within his year group (classes 5 and 6) who shared lessons and class teachers were screened using Mantoux tests. In his year group 36% of pupils were white; 23% were Bangladeshi, Indian, or Pakistani; 14% were Black African or Black Caribbean; and 21% were of mixed ethnicity (white and either Asian or Black Caribbean parents). Positive Mantoux tests were confirmed using T-SPOT tests, in accordance with national guidance.

As the infection rate among these contacts was high (30/43=69.7%), screening was extended to include all pupils. Owing to the numbers involved and because the school term was coming to an end, pupils were screened using the T-SPOT test and chest radiography. Each chest radiograph was read by a paediatrician with expertise in tuberculosis and independently read again and reported by a consultant radiologist. Children with pulmonary parenchymal changes on chest radiography were regarded as potentially infectious and investigated by obtaining three sputum and three gastric lavage samples. As we were seeking an adult source of infection, adults with at least eight hours’ cumulative contact with
the school (including staff, support workers, and adult visitors) during the previous eight months were invited for chest radiography.

Altogether, 85 children (42% of all school pupils) had positive T-SPOT tests; of these, 16 had hilar lymphadenopathy but were asymptomatic and two had pulmonary parenchymal changes and were admitted for gastric lavage and sputum collection. One of these two, an 8 year old boy in year 3, had acid fast bacilli on gastric lavage and a negative sputum smear (second case).

All adult chest x ray examinations were normal, and no additional cases of active or latent tuberculosis were detected among the household contacts of the children diagnosed with active tuberculosis on screening.

Epidemiological findings

Infection rates were highest in the class of the index case (79%). The infection rate in this class was significantly higher than that among the other pupils at the school (35%) (P<0.01). Infection rates did not correlate with ethnicity.

Microbiological investigations and DNA fingerprinting

DNA fingerprinting—using a 15 loci based typing scheme known as mycobacterium interspersed repetitive units variable number tandem repeats (MIRU-VNTR)—showed that the \textit{M tuberculosis} strain (42433 23315 14321, S lineage) of the index case was genetically identical to a strain isolated six years previously in an adult from the extended family of the index case who was living in London at the time of his diagnosis but had since returned to Africa. \textit{M tuberculosis} grown from the gastric lavage sample of the second case detected in this outbreak was found to be genetically indistinguishable from the sample of the index case.

Discussion

Smear negative pulmonary tuberculosis is significantly less infectious than smear positive disease, and although transmission has been documented\cite{5}, this is the first report of extensive transmission from a child.

The decision to screen wider contacts of the index case was not consistent with current national guidelines\cite{3} but was driven by the high rate of infection among the children who were household contacts of the index case. We were unaware then of the extended family contact who had previously had a diagnosis of tuberculosis and had no direct link with the school. We screened staff and pupils attending the school as we were seeking an adult source of infection and any other infected children.

Our results led us to hypothesise that the index case was the source case for the infected school children. Several findings supported this hypothesis. Firstly, the infection rate in the class of the index case was higher than the rates in the other classes. Secondly, the identification of an epidemiological and DNA fingerprinting link of the index case with an adult contact who had had no contact with the school of the index case supports the hypothesis that the index case was the source case of the school outbreak. The shared strain type between the two children at the junior school provided good evidence that child to child transmission occurred.

Thirdly, the strain identified is relatively rare in England as it was found in only two other patients in the
national strain typing database that currently holds 17 305 records. Both of these were from the same West African country as the index case but had no epidemiological link with the index case or the school.

Finally, the area of Luton where the school is located has an annual incidence of tuberculosis of 45 per 100 000 people, meeting the definition of a high incidence area. Previous screening of school contacts in this area following cases of sputum smear positive pulmonary tuberculosis in teenage children in the past two years found rates of positive Mantoux tests of pupils between 0% and 2.4%. This indicated that most of the high rate of infection in the school (42%) could not be explained by the expected rate of infection associated with the prevalence in the area. The high rate of infection among school children may have been facilitated by poor ventilation and all pupils sharing a room for lunch.

Our report, together with evidence from other studies, highlights the need for increased awareness of pulmonary tuberculosis as a differential diagnosis in children who present to general practitioners with a long history of recurrent or chronic cough.

Conclusion

This report is evidence of extensive transmission of Mycobacterium tuberculosis from a young child with smear negative tuberculosis. National guidelines, which place emphasis on sputum smear positivity as main indicator of infectivity for starting contact tracing outside the household setting, may have to be revised, with longstanding exposure to a coughing tuberculous patient with extensive pulmonary lesions included in the criteria for contact screening.
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